


A New Kind of Christianity:
ten questions that are transforming the faith

Text



500 years ago: Luther’s 95 theses. 

Theses are statements intended for 
debate, to bring us to a new state. 

Needed today: not statements, debate, 
or a new state (static location) ... 
sometimes resulting in hate.



Needed today: 

New questions to create conversations 
to lead us on a new quest.



Statements 

!              ?
Questions 







From the place where 
we are right
Flowers will never 
grow
In the spring.

The place where we 
are right
Is hard and trampled
Like a yard.

But doubts and loves
Dig up the world

Like a mole, a plow.

And a whisper will be 
heard in the place
Where the ruined

House once stood. 
Israeli poet Yehuda Amichai



What are the questions? 

1. The narrative question: What is the shape of the 
biblical narrative? Storyline, plotline? 

2. The authority question: What is the Bible, and 
what is it for? How does it have authority? 

3. The God question: Is God violent? Why does 
God seem so violent and genocidal in so many 
bible passages?



4. The Jesus Question: Who is Jesus, and 
why does he matter? 

5. The Gospel Question: What is the gospel - 
a message of evacuation or transformation? 
Exclusion or inclusion?



6. The church question: What do we do 
about the church? 

7. The sex question: Can we deal with 
issues of sexuality without fighting and 
dividing? 

8. The future question: Can we find a 
more hopeful vision of the future?



9. The pluralism question: How should 
we relate to people of other faiths? 

10. The next step question: How can 
we pursue this quest in humility, love, 
and peace?



a new kind of christianity



Question 1:
What is the shape of the 
biblical narrative?

(A pre-critical question)





Hell

Salvation

Fallen 
History/

Fallen 
world

Fall

HeavenEden



Hades

Atonement, 
purification

Aristotelian 

Real

Fall

Into 
Aristotelian 

Real

Platonic IdealPlatonic Ideal



Destruction, 
defeat

Civilization, 
development,  

colonialism

assimilationBarbarian/ 
pagan 
world

Rebellion

into 
barbarism

Pax RomanaPax Romana



Is there an 
alternative 
understanding?



sdrawkcab gnidaer
Rick Warren, Billy Graham, Charles Finney, John Wesley (or Calvin), Luther, 
Aquinas, Augustine, Paul, Jesus

reading forwards
Adam, Eve, Sarah, Abraham, Moses, David, Isaiah, John the Baptist, Mary, Jesus
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Question 2
The authority question:
How does the Bible have authority?



Constitution?

Library?



LEGAL CONSTITUTION COMMUNITY LIBRARY

Uniformity Diversity

Preserve order Preserve diversity

keep agreements intact keep arguments alive

enforcement of conformity
encouragement to risk, imagine, 

experiment



LEGAL CONSTITUTION COMMUNITY LIBRARY

Rules to live by Stories to live by

Submission Creativity

Analyze, interpret, enforce Enter, inhabit, practice

Intentional internal consistency Intentional internal tension



Stories in conversation ...
David, Goliath, and the Temple

Two Arks

Pharoah, Hagar, Solomon

Joshua, Jesus, and the Canaanites



Matthew 5:17 ff

Do not think that I have come to abolish 
the Law or the Prophets; I have not come to 

abolish but to fulfill them. I tell you the 
truth, until heaven and earth disappear, not 
the smallest letter, not the least stroke of a 
pen, will by any means disappear from the 

Law until everything is accomplished.



Anyone who breaks one of the least of 
these commandments and teaches others to 

do the same will be called least in the 
kingdom of heaven, but whoever practices 
and teaches these commands will be called 

great in the kingdom of heaven. For I tell 
you that unless your righteousness 

surpasses that of the Pharisees and the 
teachers of the law, you will certainly not 

enter the kingdom of heaven.



You have heard it was said to the people 
long ago ... But I tell you ...

You have heard that it was said ... But I tell 
you ...

It has been said ... but I tell you ...



You have heard that it was said, Love your 
neighbor and hate your enemy. But I tell 
you, love your enemy and pray for those 

who persecute you, that you may be 
children of your Father in heaven. He 

causes his sun to rise on the evil and the 
good, and sends rain on the righteous and 

the unrighteous....

Be perfect (mature, complete) therefore, as 
your Father in heaven is perfect.



Martin Luther:
The Bible is the manger on which Christ is 

presented to the world.
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Fr. Vincent Donovan: 

Do not leave others where they 
are. 

Do not bring them to where you 
are, as beautiful as that place 

might be. 

Instead, go with them to a new 
place neither you nor they have 

ever been before.
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